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Starting in September

, Minor option,· AESP approved .
By BARRY BRADLEY
Assistant Editor

Two Faculty Senate resolutions
concerning a minor option and a
change
in
the
Advanced
Environmental Studies Program
(AESP) have . been approved by FTU
President Charles N. Millican.
The
minor
option gives
departments witltin the university the

authority to granf a minor area of
study to students who request it. by
the chairman of his department. A
student would have to complete 24
credit hours (at least half of which
must be upper-division course work)
in the area of his selected minor to
qualify and have the request
approved by the chairman of his
department.
FTU Vice-President for Academic
Affairs C.B. Gambrell said he

approved the resolution and
forwardi:d it to the president after
the stipulation that half the work
consist of upper-division courses was
added to the original resolution. He
said he wanted to be certain that at
least half the work was completed at
FTU or another
upper-level
institution. The stipulation was
added after the question as to
whether a student could possibly
obtain a minor soley on the amount
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of work he had taken at the junior
college level
The AESP resolution, as passed by
the senate, called for a complete
unstructuring of the program.
Students would be allowed to take
15 hours from any college other than
their own and thereby fulfill the
upper-level requirement.
Gambrell said the recommendation
concerning the AESP resolution he
passed on to Millican was basically
the same as the one that was passed
by the Senate. The only change that
was made was in retaining the 15
hour minimum fqr the program as
well as requiring at least one course
from each college other than his own.
Now a student can choose, with
assistance from his advisor, at least
one upper-level course from each
college other than his own for a total
of at least 15 hours.

Starting in September, students
will no longer have to take certain
courses within each college, but will
be able to choose from any
upper-level course in the college.
Gambrell said all the courses that
had been required under the old
system will still be offered. He added
that he doesn't expect any changes in
faculty numbers in the near future
because of the change. Some faculty
members will have to be reassigned to
teach other courses.
Gambrell said that neither of these
changes could go into effect until
September. He added that as part of
the program, the effects of the
change will be studied after one year.
Gambrell said this change is part o f
an evolving process in which the
faculty and administration are trying
to up-date and modernize the
programs within the university.

Regents, UFF
employ mediator
By KERRY FAUNCE
Editor·in·Chief
and

LISA FERGUSON
. Staff Writer

Photo by Bernal Schooley

ROBIN GASKIN (right)
AND
TAMMY
BERNARD were among
about 100 students who
stormed out of the
dormitories . Tuesday
night at about 8 p.m. to
catch a
glimpse of
Florida snow.

Varsity Books ~arned
on selling items hearing
copyrighted FTU seal ___...,...,"""""
.....,,,......,....

Varsity Books Manager Beryl Wagner has been warned
that selling any items printed with the official FTU seal or
the names FTU, Florida TEch University, or Florida
Technological University may result in legal action. ·
Presently, the University Bookstore has permission to sell
those items.
FTU President Charles N. Millican had the seal and
names copyrighted when the university was formed to
protect them from unauthorized use, explained John
Mahaffey, FTU legal counsel The copyright gives the
university sole right to the use of the seal and names; they
can be released for use only by the president. Mahaffey said
FTU has had a policy of not letting anyone use the seal and
names for financial gain without permission.
Wagner said he feels this practice constitutes unfair
busine ss competition. Wagner had ordered items which
we re printed with the seal and subsequently received a
letter from Mahaffey stating Wagner could be subject to a
lawsuit if he sold them.
Wagner sald that the restriction is not hurting his
business, but " it's bothering me personally. I'm going to
listen to what they (the administration) wa nt to do, then
I'll liste n to my attorney."
·
Mahaffey said Monday that the seal was copyrighted to
prote c t its reprod.uction because the seal a ppears on the
official le tterhead of the university. "We just recently had a
rule that no one sell that stuff but the university. We want
to preve nt the c ommercial use of the seal and the name,
tJ13t's all," said Mahaffey.
Mahaffey also said that if permission is given for the seal.
to be used, it must be reproduced in accordance with the
regulations stated in FTU Rules, section 60-1.11. The rules
s tate that when the seal is used, the .iixact colors of the ·
original seal must be used. The rules also state that for each
item sold with the seal printed on it, a royalty must be paid
to the university. The amount of the royalty is negotiated
at the time persmission is given.

Board of Regent (BOR) and United FacultY. of Florida (UFF) officials agreed
last week to employ a fede ral mediator to aid in solving the staUed contract
dis pute.
The decision was made after the BOR refu sed to make a counte r offer to
UFF 's proposed salary increase which UFF chief spokesman Ken Megill said
woui,p r1;m some 27.? pe~ cent above last year' s figures. The increase, he said,
wqt!ld give State Uruvcrs1ty System (SUS) faculty and professional personnel
about the same buying power they had in 1972-73.
• _Megill, who atte~ded a special two-hour meeting with FTU union members,
said the UFF decided not to file an unfair labor practice charge or declare
impasse because it did not want to create an "acrimonious relationship."
Megill said bargaining talks would resume again Monday at 2 p.m. in
Tallahassee with mediator Nate Kazin of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service.
Megill said, "Kazin is an experienced mediator who has been instrumental in
solving many disputes in both the public and private sector in Florida. We trust
that the BOR will agree to use his services in helping the two parties come to an
agreement.no
Earlier this week, Dr. Sam Andrews, UFF president, said the UFF hoped to
seek agreement at the bargai.fl4ig tab le, but they would not hesitate to call in a
neutral third party to make recommendations. Andrews said according to BOR
Chancellor E. T. York's figures, a 22 per cent pay raise would bring salaries up
to 1972 levels.
·
·
"We feel that we deserve to be paid 1977 salaries and that a neutral hearing
would show that our salaries are far lower than the Board has been telling the
legislature," he said.
(Continued on page 2)

·

Today's Future Board
of
Regents
Chancellor E. T. York
said the
Staff will
recommend that the
BOR not raise tuition
rates for the 77-78
academic year . The
decision will be made
when the BOR meets
here February 7. See
page 2 .
The
Chemistry
Department is getting
some· additional help this
year from a
French
doctor.
Her name is
Claude Bied-Charreton
and she gives the
impression that she may
be the next Madame
Curie. For an in-depth
look at this outspoken
instructor, see page 5.

VARSITY BOOKS MANAGER Beryl
Wagner was recently warned not to sell any
more items bearing the FrU seal which is
copyrighted.
•

Basketball
coach
"Torchy'; Clark received
a considerable amoµ.nt of
criticism for the Knights
loss to Rollins. Was the
criticism justified? SeeSports Editor
Dale
Dunlap's analysis of the
game on page 10.

-- ------------VFF---------
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(Continued from page 1)

BOR c hief negotiator Ceasar Naples said Monday the BOR would not respond
until the UFF modified their proposal Still convinced the salary hike proposed
would amount to a 60 per cent increase, he said the whole package (including
fringe benefits and sabbatical leaves) would require a 100 per cent increase .
Jn the meantime, Megill said he and Andrews have been meeting with UFF
chapters on each SUS campus to get opinions about the contract p~ckag~. After
members have discusse the proposal, they complete a questionnatre, he
explained.
Results of the survey will be used to determine what aspects of the contract
the faculty and staff consider most important when bargaining talks resume,
Megill explained.

FTU Overeaters
share problems
An individual rises before the
awaiting group reluctantly, prepared
to share the burden of problem-rilled
months or years with an audience in
similar situations. They listen
intently, sympathetically, guiltily and
very hopefully.
Sound like the classic AA meeting?
That's close. It's an FTU Overeaters
Anonymous Group (OA) in their
Tuesday morning series of meetings
in the Village Center begun in fall
quarter.
According to Barry Vudeck, OA
secretary, "At FTU, anyone can
become a member or quit the group
at any time for there are no strict
rules or regulations." To become a
voting member, one need only attend
a meeting. The same is true of OA on
a national basis and it is a credit to its
success in bringing happiness and
comfort to so many people.
At FTU, membership fluctuates
between five and 15 participants. The
group members have complete
anonymity and communicate on a
first name basis. During meetings,
overeaters share hopes, desires, tell
anecdotes relating to their own lives,
read pamphlets published by the
national committees and learn of
positive abstience programs.
Emotions may often run high,
Vudeck explained, and the life story
of members must remain private.
Overeaters, Vudeck explained,
experience physical, emotional and
psychological problems as a result of
their overeating.
Physically, overeaters need to lose
weight for blood circulation, agility
and appeareance reasons. In an
emotional sense, members must
de velop greater self-confidence and a
stronger will.
Spiritually and psychologically,
development of a belief in a superior
human being shouJd help members

with all these problems. Such are the
goals of the OA organization.
Members are presented with
thought patterns to dwell on in their
slimming endeavors. The leaders try
to input the idea that "food is not
entertainment, it is just food."
There are 12 steps by which, as
one participant explained, members
"c!P.ar their heads out." These steps
are difficult to master at one time as
they amount to near perfection in
-non-eating attitudes. Members must
admit to being overeaters and
acknowledge the mismanagement is
produces in their lives. A power
greater than themselves is relied upon
to restore their sanity and moral
inventory is made of past actions and
experiences. Members then admit
their failings to another human and
relieve the heavy burden. Then a
direct attempt to make amends a nd
to begin life anew follows.
A "buddy," or "sponsor" system
is u sed to aid members. The
telephone serves as a sort of
"emergency line" foi times of crisis
in an overeaters day.
According to Vudeck, many of the
member's problems are rooted in the
past and in their childhood. A
retrospective view often gives clues to
their present ·.~oblems. "A lot 9f
overeaters are shy, sensitive pee.pie,''
Vudeck revealed. For this rea. ~n.,.
d~velopment of · self-respect among
members in !ugh on the OA priority
list.
T h e
o r g a n i z a t io n
i-s
commemorating 1 7
years of
existence this month. Vudeck holds
that "only a reformed overeater can
understand the struggle it takes to eat
sensibly." This assembly uses
methods of sharing, friend ship and
service to aid members in their.
crusade. One member described her ·
OA meetings as "a shot in the arm."

Photo by Alan Geeslin

MEMBERS OF FTU's chapter of the United to the BOR. Both parties have agreed to call
Faculty of Florida (UFF) met Tuesday to in a mediator to help solve the stalled
discuss the UFF's recent contract proposal · contract dispute.
·

No tuition increase for fall
recommended by Regents Staff
The Board of Re11:ents (BOR) Staff
has announced that it will not
recommend any tuition increase for
the 1977-78 school year.
The recommendati.on that all rates
remain the same as the 1976-77
school year will come before the
BOR at its meeting Feb. 7 at FTU.
The BOR will also h ear a
recommendation
concerning a
common calendar for the State
University System (SUS) and the
community colleges.
Chancellor E. T. York said student
fees in Florida have increased
substantially over the past three
years. These increases have resulted
in Florida having the second highest
tuition
rates among public
universities in the south, and among
the highest in the nation, York said.

"We are concerned that the
relatively high fees being changed
Florida students are depriving many
students the opportunity for a
college education," said York. "The
impact is even greater when you
consider that there has been in the
past year a substantial decline in
financial aid for many studen t s."
If approved the recommendation
concerning the common calendar will
start the process of a rule change
which would put the state's nine
universities and 28 community
colleges on a more compatible
system. All schools would have the
same entry date and be on the same
semester or quarter system. If the
proposal is approved and the rule is
changed , the new system cou ld be in
effect by 1978.

Leadership conference
slated for Lake Wales
A Jeader.shi\' ~onf~_rence - win bi:;
heytl '.for · 'm!'mbers of· the Inter
Fraternity ·ca.uncil (IFC) · and
Panhellenic Council Discussion for
the three day conference• is _on the
techniques used for h;adership and
way!\ to .i mprove campus .act\_vities. ·
/

TICKETS
Sports Stadium:
Charley Pride Jan. 29

Tupperware:
Daytona:

Carlos Montoya Jan. 28
Fred Waring Feb. 6
Preservation Hall Feb. 11
Liberace Feb. 16 and 17

Great SQ.uther.nc:,

~t:d;J:~e ~: Z,~· 1~r~r~~;!;s:,:1~

Dave 'Brubeek: nil'. 29v
B.B. King Feb. 3
1

Those attending the conference
Wm be ·separated into groups of eigpt
. and then given· a situation· to solve.
At the end . of.-the ~n.t;-erertce the
groups will meet to disc JSS the~r
progress.
Director of Student Organizations
Jimmy Ferrell said that "the whole
program is based on the principle
that leader ship ean be taught."
The
conference, which ' j:s ' ''

c.im.p ifl Lake Wales. '!'• .,asures of
· participating fraternities will callee
the $12 ree for room and board.
Sorority members may pay at
Studel)t OrganiZations in the Village
Ceptf?.r.

.

Misha Dichter Feb. 10
Opera Feb. 4 and 6

' '

Sea World:
Up With People Jan. 30

Ori. Jai Alai:
Boots Randolf Festival of·
/": : ·. : f.tu.si~ F
'eh. 12·

Kissimmee:

Silver Spurs Rodeo Feb. 18-20

·. Buy Ea r I y I

S.G.-VC 219

.275-2.191

FTU
PRESIDENT CHARLES N.
MILLICAN threw out the first ball in
dedication ceremonies of the new Education

Un.iversity Villas
Bdrm.,

Photo by Bernal Schooley

Gymnasium last weekend. FTU dropped the
game to Rollins 58-53.

YOU ARE INVITED

Bath

Unfurnished-$109 MO.

2600 N. Dean Rd. ··

Furnished--$119
Within walking distance of
the campus

213-5610

9: 15 a.~. Sunday-Family Christian Education Hour .
10:30 a.m. Sunday-Worship
Lance A. Netland, Pastor, 678-2011
Member United Campus Ministry Team, FTU.

Confused abo~t your· future?
Undecided about your major?

WELL DON'T PULL YOUR HAIR OUT!
Come to the

DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER
Dorm C

Room 116
I

1g§§l#il#l§#iL#1l#l§L#i'¥1§1#i§$iL#i'*i#i'*'i'=!§#i@§i_¥ i_#il
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Student Body Presidents
defeat A&SF increase
A proposal that would have increased the Activity and
Service Fee {A&SF) allocation has been defeated by the
State Council of Student Body Presiden1s {SCSBP).
FTU Student Body President Rick Walsh said he was
against the increase as it was proposed to the SCSBP. The
increase, as recommended by Steve Powell of Florida State
University, called for an initial inffease · of 21 cents per
credit hour and percentage increases that would make the
A&SF allocation $2.40 by 1978. This increase , according to
Walsh was to have come from the matriculation fee and
would not have re sulted in an increase in tuition payments
made by students.
.
Walsh said he was against the increase as it read because 1
it was too much money to take out of the maturiculation ·
fee without resulting in a tuition increase. Walsh said he
does favor an increase, but only to $2.27 per credit hour.
According to Walsh, $2.27 was the A&SF amount b efore
the law was ch'anged to allow Student Government _to

handle the spending of the money. He said the Hoard ot
Regents changed the allocation to $2.14 then that is where
it has remained e ver since.
Walsh said he will have to have some ;dnd ·of increase in
A&SF allocation if present programs that ;1ave already been
funded at FTU are to continue.
"I will continue to pursue an increase in .. he allocation,n
said Walsh. "We have already cut many ofu ,,ur allocations
in half, and they just can't be cut any more ."
Walsh said that FTU is one of the only universities in the
state that doesn't supplement the student health center out
of the A&SF budget. He said this is another area that would
require A&SF money.
Walsh said however that he doesn't favor a tuition
increase and the money will probably have to come from
the matriculation fee which is the $9.31 of each credit hour
fee that is used to operate the university.

Future---.~

FTU student na1ned
new T-Bowl Queen

CAMPUS
. Jan.' 21, l971--Pcige 3·

By ARLA FILKO
Associate Editor

"I did not expect to win," said the
short brown h a ired 18-year-old .
Kathy
Nolle, newly crowned
Tangerine Bowl Queen and a junior
majoring in business administration
at FT.U.
The softspoken blue-eyed girl
talked about her new role acquired
Dec. 17 when TV personality Joe
Campanella crowned her to represent
the Tangerine Bowl and Sports
Association at the Walt Di5ney World
Contemporary
Hotel. Serving
primarily as hostess to the various
teams using the Tangerine Bowl, Miss
Nolle said she must be available to
great football, basketball, soccer and
rugby teams, hand out trophies and
attend banquets.
Dressed in a bright red pullover
sweater and blue slacks the- pretty
young wOman said in an interview

o"f'.r ~

r«

KATHY NOLLE
-T_-Bowl Queen

Extended dorm visitation hours
and more liberal escort policies are
two segments of a proposal written
and approved .by the Resident Life
Board of Directors {RLBD) for
presentation to the deans of men and
women for consideration.
The proposal is the direct result of
a survey of dorm residents taken by
the RLBD fall quarter.
. The RLBD. recommends visiting
hours begin at 10 a.m. {as opposed to
the present 2 p.m.) and a new escort
policy which permits students to
escort members of the opposite sex
back to dorms after visitation hours
provided there is no loitering.
RLBD members used the statistics
of the survey to justify their requests.
The results revealed that 94 per
centof the male residents and 60 per
cent of the female residents favored
the policy change.
The proposal also stated that the
changes will increase opportunities
for individual student activities and
provide them with more time to
work on studies.
New escort procedures will offer
increased security, the proposal
stated.
If the. deans approve the board 's
primary-lJToposaJ, they will make -a
recommendation to Dr. Rex Brown,
vice-president for Stude nt Affairs
who may recommend the issue to
FTU President Charles N. Millican.

LSAT

SAE holds
conference
Sigma Alpha Epsilon {SAE) will
hold its annual leadership school
today and
tomorrow in the
Engineering Building.
The leader ship conference will
include seminars and the initiation of
fall pledges. The national president of
SAE and other national officers will
be at the conference.
SAE sponsors the leadership
school every year for its members.

o

A&SF budget
audited by state
The recent audit of the Academic & Service Fee (A&SF) accounts of the
nine universities in the State University System {SUS) were directed
primarily at finding student mismanagement rather than making proposals to
increase efficiency according to Rick Walsh , Student Body president.
In a memo sent to Dr. W. Rex Brown, vice president for Student Affairs,
Walsh objected to the fact that the audit did not make any report on
Athletics, Bond Obligations or the Village Center. The funding for those
departments make up over 80 per cent of the A&SF budget. Walsh said he
must assume that the audit was exclusively directed at Student Government.
"It would appear that the auditing team lost sight of its supoosed chanrge
and exceeded its scope by venturing into procedural matters ... to scrutinize
SG accounts only." said Walsh.
Walsh also objected to the fact that the audit was prompted by problems
that were encountered· at one school in the SUS. In the spring quarter of
1976, University of South Florida's SG encountered some problems in
funding some positions that the president of that university felt they needed.
"I frankly take exception to the implied suggestion that as a result of the
problems encountered at one university, the other have existing problems,"
said Walsh.
Walsh also called attention to the peculiar form that the audit took. "Of
the 15 recommendations made by the auditing team, fully eight dealt with
procedural guidelines and only four pertained to the accounting methods
used in the allocation of expenditures of these funds," said Walsh.
Walsh continued that the attempt to uncover mismanagement not only
proved fruitless, but might damage an important development of the last two
years. "that being the progress toward realiz ing the implied intent of the
A&SF Jaw end of ·furthering the progress of the institution through the
development of a stronger working relationship between.. students and
university officials."

MEMBERS oF THEtraveli.Ilg- ''Circus Kingdoni·-·-p-=enormed
on the Village Green last week, bravii:l,g the freezing
mid-week temperatures for two, 1%-hours shows,
performing acrobatic and aerial stunts. The event was
sponsored by the Village Center Board.

.JOHN SEXTON'S

•
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new hours

After her title as Tangerine Bowl
Queen is over Miss Nolle said she
might consider running for the
D~sney position next year. .
Tangerine Sports Association, that
"My parents were very excited and
Jed her .to enter the contest. "I was
proud of my being crowned," she
glad r ma,de the top five finalists. 1
said with a smile. One interesting
was surprise.cl. n
coincidence Miss Nolle explained
A · second quarter junior, Miss
involves the property on which the
Nolle said
the College Level
Tangerine Bowl sits today. "That
Examination Program {CLEP)
property was farmed almost a
allowed her to enter the university as
century ago by my great great
a sophomore. Although her major is
grandfather Laurence · Jefferson
currently business administration, ·
Griffin and my great grandmother
was born there."
Miss Nolle said she is more interested
in mathematics and accounting and
Using her new crown to her
advantage Miss Nolle said the
will probably change her major to
e;ep_osu_re will help her meet people in .
allow her to work in- these areas as-·the business community as well as
related to business.
team members from all over the
Jn addition to her work as student
·
-country.
and her duties as Tangerine Bowl
One added dimension to her title is
Queen, Miss Nolle is employed as a
her enthusiasm for sports. 'Tm
dancer at Walt Disney World. A
familiar with all the games and I love
dancer at the Diamond Horshoe
to watch football."
Revue and a parade c haracter on
occassion, the energetic young
woman safd her whirlwind of
activities during the Christmas
holidays when she was competing for
the crown forced h er to miss work at
the entertainment comp lex. "Disney
helped promote the pagent this year
and were understanding about my
missing work," she said.
Every year Walt Disney World
selects an ambassador to serve as a
world wide representative of the
company from the ranks of their
.PREPARATION CENTER
female employees. Miss Nolle said she
was interviewed for the position of
CONTINUALLY UPDATED CURRICULUM
ambassador this year but was not
selected. "The interview is very
reflecting changes in the LSAT.
extensive. Top people in the
SUPERIOR FACULTY of attorneys and
company want to know how much
educators with years of experience with the
you know about Disney and how
sin cer-e you arc in working for them."
LSAT.

~tlr.;~e~e::'\{~r:e~ a~:J;;s~;s!~~
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SPECIALIZED INSTRUCTION offering intensive preparation by teams of experts in
each part of the examination.
UNIQUE CURRICULUM involving a substantive plan for attacking each question-type.
COUNSELING for law school admissions by our
staff at no extra charge.
BEFORE DECIDING,
CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR BROCHURE.
Tampa· 1401 N. Westshore Blvd.
Suite 111, 33607, 872·7006

11icl1oll
alleLI
ROCK•DISCO
THE LARGEST LIGHTED
DANCE FLOOR
· I N THE SOUTHEAST!

TUESDAY NIGHTS:
FREE ADMISSION
WITH COLLEGE ID'S
70 WEST AMELIA AVENU_E AT 1-4
DOWNTOWN ORLANDO
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seal ·cmonopoly
is not.justified
Varsity Books manager
Beryl Wagner was recently
warned he could not sell
merchandise ·bearing the
FTU
seal,
name
or
abbreviation. These entities,
the letter explained, were
copyrighted
and
any
non-university
interest
would
need .· to secure
written
permission to
· _ reproduce
them.
The
purpose of the copyright,
we learned, is to prevent .
e x p 1 o it at i on of
t .h e
university's
name and
identity .
- FTU legal counsel Jack
Mahaffey also said a rule
had recently been suggested
that would prohibit any
corrimercial use of the seal
and
names,
thereby
prohibit~ng any off-camp~s
sale
of such items as
tee-shirts ,
mugs . or
notebooks emblazoned with
FT U ' s
sacred
marks.
However,
we
do not ·
recommend adherence to
such a monopolistic policy.
Mahaffey said one reason
administrators do not wish
to let the seal b e used
off~campus is to keep others .
from usirig it on an · item or
in a way which could harm
the university. Yet such
reasoning
cannot
be
justified if FTU sells rights
to the seal for use on
particular items. And
anyone
planning to
fraudulently use the seal
would
not stop at a
. copyright law.
One can only wonder if
some administrators are
afraid of competition or
whether someone · has
questioned
Wagner's
integrity. Surely, the sale of
an FTU tee shirt across the
_s treet cannot endanger the
institution's reputation.
If ' Varsity
Books
management is suspect,
university officials should ·
state so
to · avoid a
misunderstanding. However,

COMMENT
Page 4-Jan. 21, 1977
.:f'.ear of competition is not
only · unfounded,
but
potentially harmful to the
university's growth:
·.:History has proven that
monopolies tend to hinder
growth, foster poor quality
and raise prices. Congress
saw this when it enacted
antitrust laws. Competing
bookstores, like competing
irid\,lstries, can only improve
. i:iervice to_ _·students. . Any
student who has had to pay
premium prices for' new
books, had to wait two to
thi-ee weeks for a text to
arrive or has been unable to
sell books · back because
they will not be used the
next term will attest to the
need for competition.
· But
whether
administrators are retaining
rights to FTU's trademarks
because they are afraid of
the university's image being
tarnished or to discourage
V a r s i t -y
Books '
management,
competition
will
come
eventually
anyway, and it is necessary
if · the university
is to
continue to grow. After all,
an ·alternative bookstore,
convenience
store and
restaurant
are. only
beginnings, and
FTU's
administrators will have to
learn to function within a
community
someday.
Unwillingness to work with
area businesses and cater to
their legitimate requests will
only foster an acrimonious
relationship.
-The Editorial Board
__ ·_

I .

Walsh

-The Editorial Board,
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in Rollin·s ticket distri·b ution
By MARK HESS
Managing Ed itor

No, it's no big deaL Student Body
President Rick Walsh hasn't been
- carrying on with his secretarial staff,
uor has he stashed away several grand
of Activity and Service Fee money
into a Swiss bank account.
No, its nothing that serious, and
perhaps I'm making a proverbial
"mountain out ofa molehilL" It'sthe
principle of the thing.
Walsh has simply over-stepped his
bounds and taken advantage of the
authority granted him by the student
body. I think the students ought to be
aware of the situation.
If you didn't get a ticket to the
FTU-Rollins game last week, (eithe r
because they ran out or you didn't feel
like standingjn _Qn.e ofthoseatrocious -

Give gym .iPecia,l name

Since FTU's gymnasium opened Saturday, several students have expressed
some dismay over the name "Teaching Gymnasium." Some have suggested
naming it and other special purpose buildings yet to be constructed after
noteworthy deceased university personnel
We agree with this recommendation since bestowing special names on
building will lend personality to the campus. Such names coul~ be solicited
from the entire university community.
If the Knights are going to have a home, it should haye a name. A special
name would be easier to publicize and give persons something to remember.

.exc,~~,t!:.~ ·11,:µ(!iq:rit.x~ . .
llnes,) it W.as because you aren't a
student senator. Because thanks to
Walsh, the senators had first shot at
the tickets.
T h e exact terms of the agreement
was that any senator who wanted a
ticket" could come by Walsh's office,
10 minutes before they were a vailableto the students, and get it. Walsh said
there was no big announcement about
the deal, nor did many of the senators
take advantage of it. But I repeat; its
not the number, its the principle.
Walsh made the same agreement to
any handicapped students who
wanted to get their tickets early and
thus avoid the long lines. But they are
a special case, with special courtesies,
and deservedly so. Student senators are not. They are just students, like
everyone else on this campus; · and usuallY have no special rights or

IFC, Panhe_llenic
should receive funds
Editor:
This past Thursday the Student
Senate voted on a measure allocating
$300 to the Interfraternity Council
and the Panhellenic Board for the
purpose of partially funding a joint
leadership conference for the two
organizations. These organizations are
the governing bodies for the 10
fraternities and five sororities
respectively which have a combined
membership of nearly 1,000 members.
I feel that this message should be
passed with. the full support of the
Student Senate for ~veral reasons.
For one, the fraternities and sororities
are registered student organizations on
campus and thus have a legal right to
our financial support under any and all
Student Government statutes. Also,
this money will be used only as a
· reserve in the event that the
guaranteed 100 persons are not able to
attend the leader~ip conference. It
should be pointed out that this n\oney
is being committed to partially fund a
leadership conference where these
people will learn leadership techniques
that will benefit their organizations
and the university as a whole. I do not ·
have the space in this letter to even
begin to list the contributions that
fraternities and sororities have made
to FTU. Finally, Student Government
underwrote the cost of a similar
leadership conference that saw many
of its own members in attendance.
Wouldn't it be a bit ironic that Student

privileges, .except those which Walsh
so graciously gives them.
Now I'm usually not one to cry
fouL But I stood in line for two hours
last Wednesday (and in case anyone
who joined me in that ' line has
forgotten, it Wa.s l:o'ldf,'ana tliere' were
a lot more people behind me. I see no
· reason .why the senators should have
been granted immunity from facing
those same lines like the rest of the
student body, just because Walsh said
so. After all, who appointed him king?
Walsh reminded me that the
·senators are not paid. I theri reminded
him that neither did anyone hold a gun
to their heads and force them to run
for their senate seat. It was something
that each one decided for himself. ,
Why then sh_g_uld being~a senator open
-- the door for every special privilege
under the guise of Walsh's power is
beyond me. From what some of these
; "Thursday senatorsn (as even some of
their own colleagues have referred to
them), have told me, they run for
office so they can help open the lines

(Continued on page 5)

Homecoming
game ·should 'be
rescheduled

Government sends its own people to
such a proiµam, but refuses to do so
for a student organization. I certainly
hope that this will not be the case.
I feel that Student Government has
too long denied the fraternities and
sororities on this campus. The support
(both financial and moral) that they so
richly and legally deserve.

Editor:

John D. Kelley
Student Body Vice President

Deadlines
Letters" to tile editor-3 p.u .. ·
Monday; display and classified
adPertising--4 p. m. Monday;
.editorial-- Tuesday noon.
The Future we°Icomes letters
·. bearing the writer's signature,
phone number (if there is one)
and address. Letters should be
typed and as brief as possible.
Names may be withheld upon
request. The Future reserves the
right to edit letters to 'meet space
reguirements.

· Classified raiet: .. O .ff .
cents per line;

ca_mpus"~so

mitktits-25 cents' pt!f" line. (27
characters per line..) .Display .nzter·
wailable on request
·

!

Homecoming is just around the
comer, the result of nollttl~ amount
of planning and work. Funds have
been committed and are under
· con tract to the various performers and
activities . that will make up
home co ming. If we are to back out on
any of these contracts the money must
still be paid. This brings me to th·e
subject of the homecoming dance
scheduled for Feb. 12 after the game .
Because the game has been
rescheduled to 9: 45 p.m. at Winter
Park the dance cannot possibly begin
before midnight md will only run for
two hours at a cost of about $400 per
hour.
The Village Center (VC) feels that
the selection of the above time for the
game was unwise in the light of the
available alternatives. Furthermore it
has required changing the plans for all
events planned on that Saturday. It
would seem that it is not too late to
reconsider the scheduling of the game
to a better time.
John Callander
President, VC Board

,,.--

-

Salary request
less than predicted
Editor :
The deadline for publishing last
week's edition arrived before one of
the myths generated by inaccurate
publicity could be reduced to facts, so
your editorial condemning the state
university faculty for what you
believed was excessive demands was
no doubt written in go"o d faith. But it
was on Wednesday of last week when a
short meeting of the faculty
negotiators and the Board
representatives brought to light the
full extent of the distortion in media
publicity recently. A press release
widely published said that the faculty
were asking for a 66 per cent increase
in pay. The calculations that resulted
in that conclusion probably were
divided the same way that brought the
Board's conclusion that a sabbatical
leave policy would cost the state
millions, when actually sabbaticals are
a no-cost item and can save funds
when duties are shared by colleagues.
The United Faculty of Florida
professors. in Tallahassee requested
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NeUJ visiting professo.r
1nay be next Marie Curie

and received computer printouts that
By JODY GOMEZ
showed-for the first time-just what is
staff Writer
being paid to the SUS professors. With
that date, it · became clear that
Dr. Claude Biad-Charreton is
implementing the UFF proposal ·
would require only about a 27 per cent ·
Attechee-de'Recherche.
Her title is in no way detrimental
increase in payroll. not 66. For days,
but only French for Administer of
professors from campuses all over the
state traveled to the· negotiations,
Research, a position that has taken the
eager
and
determined
bringing factual accounts of what
Florida's low effort in higher
mother-of-three, years of hard work to
education is costing in terms of losing
accomplish. More recently, however,
not just the faculty "superstars" to
it is a position that has brought Mrs.
other states, but recently even the
Biad-Charreton to FTU as the first
stalwarts wlio do the teaching. Ohe
visiting professor from France.
need only look at the statistics
As a senior emp Joye of the National
comparing Florida's per capita ~
Research Center (CNRS) of France,
effort for higher education with other
Mrs. Biad-Charreton was· required_ to
states to see why. Coming in 40. some
·spend one year worl<ing with other
out of 50 is far from an honor.
Hopefully, when the- federal
mediator, as an impartial third party,
was temporarily transferred to the
enters the issue, something akin to the
Martin-Marietta Corp. in Orlando for
truth will out and and get the publicity
one year.
that the inaccurate press releases
Contact was made with Dr. John
received.
. Idoux, assqci_ate professor of
John Giles Hoglin
Chemistry at FTU, who said that he
Communication Department
wrote Claude back offering her
associate research work with him at
FTU. The family of five arrived for the ·
f"rrst time in America in early
November.
Paying careful attention to her
pronounciation,
Mrs. Biad-Charreton
King Richard used this same power to
said about.FTU, "It was worth coming
grant tickets to the senate for the
here. In France I have some
second round of the FTU-Rollins
obligations to take care of but here I' ·
game. FTU will only receive 600
am free for my time."
tickets for that match-up, not the
She explained that she works in the
1,600 that were allocated for this last
library now which she concludes
game. And if you will, remember last
provides adequate material The
year when several students spent the
chemistry department,
Mrs.
night in front of the Kiosk just so they
Biad-Charreton remarked, is not as
would be assured tickets;and the Jines
sophisticated as the university she
were two and three times longer. This
comes from in France, but, "You can
year will be no different, and I for one
work with what is here and make a
don't think the senators should again
good job," she said indicating that
have first shot at those tickets. After
FTU is not lacking in providing the
all, they might get my ticket, or one
necessary equipment.
which deservedly should have gone to
The research work ldoux and Mrs.
a student which stood in line for
Biad-Charreton are collaborating on
several hours.
involves the chemistry of the cobalt ·
May I suggest that in the future Mr.
complexes,
which
Mrs.
Walsh do what he was elected to do, a
Biad-Charreton stated are model
job which so far he has performed
substances for coenzyme B-12.
admirably. And that is to make
According to Mrs. Biad-<;:haueton,
Student Government a viable'
this natural product was isolated in the
organization, one which will protect
1960's. Since then, many chemists and
the rights of the students and not
bio-chemists have tried and failed to
discriminate against them.
find the mechanism of its biological
action, she said.

I~~~i;:;~~~~ ac::1:r~~~~o~~~:Sb!~~

Walsh--------(Continued from page 4)
of communication between the
administration and stUdents, or
because they are really concerned for
the students welfare and want to
protecftheir rights.
I think for many it's because the
position provides them with some
kind of aego trip and they enjoy the
tag "senator" preceding their names.
Granting special privileges to these
poor 'ole over-worked senators will
only enhance their ineptitude.
I think Walsh should be reminded
that when students voted him into
office, the same students who also pay
his salary, they expected him to serve
the student body as a whole, and riot
give preferential treatment to a select
few. If he were running for re-election,
I could count it off for patronage
votes. But he's not, and I know Rick
· zsrl %Wh: ~'i'..ll 'f';'Ol!_gp t2 know he would
,,,,,._.,l},~Y,C!\I stoopi::nat fo.w. •· , ·
The fact is, I see no excuse for this
injustice to the student body.
Suppose, if only for a second, that

DR. BIAD-CHARRETON
--Administer of Research
But Mrs. Biad-Charreton also added
that those previous studies have
permitted organic chemists to clarify
the chemistry of a "".hole new class of
complexes that she remarked may lead
to industrial development.
Idoux' s research, explained mrs.
Biad-Charreton, is to try and f"1nd
some of these substances on
"Polymaric support in order to obtain
in so I u b 1 e
cat a I y s t -s
for
homogeneous-like catalysis."
Briefly, ldoux summarized her
statement.
"We're working on taking a classical
well-known catalyst and attaching it
to an inert polymeric support," he
explained adding that a pllymeric
support is a large, high weight
molecule of the inert type. Idoux·
concluded that the advantage of
attaching the polymeric support to the
catalyst would come in extending the
lifetime of the catalyst.
"This is my admigious project,"
Mrs. Biad-Charreton said with a
determination that makes one believe
sh e may ver well be the next Marie
Curie.
It is a project, among others, that
she has aimed towards since sh e
graduated from high schoo l. Mrs.
Biad-Charreton said that because her

lather was not scientifically oriented,
he encouraged her to get into
chemistry. She acknowledged that her
father believed the future was in
chemistry. "There were less people
into science then," she remarked.
Mrs. Biad-Charreton gave this
account of the rest of her career:
In early 1968, she received the
equivalent of a masters degree at the
Faculte des Sciences d'Orsay in Paris.
For eight years she worked as a
graduate student at the center's
laboratory and five years at the
Foundation for Cancer Research. She
earned the equivalent of a Ph.D. in·
1975. .
.
"It is a rewarding career, n Mn...
Biad-Charreton said after reflecting on
her past. She added, "There is a
problem reaching an official
position."
While France may have been lacking
in chemists in the 1960's, Mrs.
Biad-Charreton maintains that today
"we have lots of Ph.D's and no
positions for students wanting to

research."
Mrs. Biad-Charreton is amused by a
question she said is asked of her often:
Has being a woman inhibited her any
further in this field?
"In France, there is no problem
with being a woman chemist," she said
matter-of-factly. "France has always
paid and held a WO)Tlan as a man.
"There are reasons fr men to be in
the higher levels. It 'is difficult to be a
working mother and wife, but you
may be clever twice. The problem is
not to do a job like a man, but like a
woman." Mrs. Biad-Charreton laughed
at the suggestion that women-libbers
may not like her attitude.
"We do as well ·as men but in a
different way," she said.
As a woman she has achieved for
Idoux claims her employment at the
CNRS to be "pretty much of a
recognition .. "
And in a tone that genuinely
signified her content with her job, Mrs.
Biad-Charreton adds, "I've been
lucky."

Hawe regular
medical check-aps.
Give Heart Fund . --~ ;
_.f •

American Heart Association ·

Fin·d A Roommate
••• In the. matketplace

ACTION has openings in the U.S.
/
and overseas for those
interested in helping others and
themselves. With 700 programs
in the 50 states and ·more than
60 countries. ACTION needs
'a pplicants, in many technic~I and
professional areas. While you
develop and help others develo~
ACTION provides the training.
transportation. monthly
cost-of-living allowance.
full medical coverage. and paid
vacation. Representatives will
be on campus Feb. 10. 11. Check
the placement office
for scheduling.
SG-VC 2'i9

275-2191
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STEAK HO:USE AND LOUNGE
140 Fernwood .Boulevard
Fern Park. Florida 32730
LOCATED NEXT TO JAi-ALAi

Phone 305/831-8822
Private Parties Welcome
H_E_AVY WESTERN BEEF, AND
COCKTAILS SERVED usy THE POUND"
IN MASON JARS IN· THE ATMOSPHERE:
QF A B:V-GONE _ERA. THE FINEST DANCING
AND ENTERTAINMENT IN CENTRAL FLOR-..::A .

(of.Purveyors of the finest in
_Food, Syjrits, and Entertainment",..
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FTU.EOl'ice: Mo:r e than
just a 'ticket' ·age·n_c y
ByANNBARRY
Staff Writer

The FTU Police Department, friend or foe? Students are
usually indifferent and seldom take full advantage of their
services offered to members of the FI'U community.
The FI'U campus police works closely with the Florida
Highway Patrol (FHP) and the Orange County Sherrif
Department, using its own techniques and policies to
promote campus order and to provide ready assistance to
students. The police staff has full power as officers under the
state statutes in their duties, responsibilities and authority.
FHP or the county sherrif is called for assistance with
accidents or felonies committed on campus and other
operations. Prisoners are not confined here at FTU but sent
immediately to the Orange County jail.
Officers' minimum standard training- entails 10 weeks of
school at the Orlando Police Academy. There, officers are
instructed in the techniques of investigations, rules and
evidence, search and seizure, criminal law, crime scene
procedures, larceny, organized crime, patrol techniques,
narcotics, and necessary public relations.
When asked which .of these studies prove to be the most
relevant to Fl'U, John F. Smith, director of the FI'U Police
Department, contested that a good background in public
relations was of imperative use to officers on the FI'U campus
and that traffic controls, regulations enforcement and
assistance also constitute a large part of the force's daily
operations.
·
Traffic control, the other major du of the campus police,
entails enforcement of the rules and regulations set forth in
the department's official brochure which is obtainable at the
police station and is normally received at car registration.
Other services of the FTU police include motorist assist for

tr

stalled cars (for which the police force has a supply of battery
packs) and other car-related problems, emergency admission
to closed facilities after hours, decals for resident property
·expressing police protection and impending prosecution for
theft and a preventive program against molesting, theft and
other branches of the law.
In the enforcement of traffic violations the police, Smith
said, have authority to pursue a car off campus for arrest or
citation when the violation was made on the campus. Smith
said that he did not wish to imply a "hot pursuit" picture of
dangerous, Adam-12 law action, as "these incidents do not
happen." But persons fleeing after committing anywhere
from a theft or parking violation to a felony have no sanction
off school grounds.
TI1e force consists of 19 officers including Smith and two
parkway patrollers. Smith stated that the department was
definitely "1mderstaffcd." He explained that a constant shift
of supervision is needed for adequate security and that,
ideally' there should be three men on duty at all times - one
to supervise the office and the others to cover the buildings
and grounds on campus. Smith contended that this was
"impossible" with his size staff.
·
The shift system at present rotates each quarter offering
work hours from 7 a.m. to' 3 p.m. and from 3 p.m. to 11 p.m.
and from 11 p.m. to'? a.m. '
The new education building poses additional security
problems for the department, revealed Smith. The additional
area and activities must be supervised by a staff already
having difficulties covering the present campus.
The Pplice Department is under the direction of R. N.
Peruf, director of the Physical Plant and John Phillip Goree,
vice-president of Business Affairs. Smith expressed his
complete satisfaction with the relationship between the
administration and the police department, describing it as
"very compatible."

-..
Ph~tos by F~d

Soritmer and Bernal

Sch~oley

ASK MO~T STUDENTS what the primary purpose of the
FTU Police Department is, and they are liable to say
"Handing out parking tickets." But the enforcement grou~
assists students.in many other ways.

ODK. initiates 16.
students, faculty

Photo by Bernal SchooteY

HONORARY SOCIETY, . Omicron Delta
Kap~a, initiated 16 persons, both students

and faculty member.s , -Tuesday evening.

FTU ·s tudents vOlunteer aid
in counsel of· deli.n quen.ts

"You have been chosen from
among your fellow students to wear
this emblem of distinction because of
your loyalty and devotion to FTU and
to the tl1ings that are fine and true in
life," said F. Leo Goff, faculty
secretary of the Omicron Delta Kappa
Society, (ODK).
In a candle-light ceremony held in
the Multi-purpose Room last Tuesday,
12 of 16 cl1osen students and faculty
stepped forward to receive the
traditional pin and sign the official
record book that signifies their
acceptance into tl1e ODK.
Goff presided over the ceremony
with Dr. Robert L Bledsoe, associate
professor of Political Science · and
advisor to the organization, assisting.
Bledsoe proceeded to light five candles
which he said represented the five
major phases of college life.

A guest speaker, Mr. Dan Walbolt,
province director of ODK, spoke on
the qualities of leadership emphasizing
that "it is terribly difficult to define
any one of the individuals here."

Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
iG2 Gharies Stref>:t
Bcstca,L~ :::~s. t)'iJ J.1~.

Hey America!
_Say Hello to~
ENGINE: .

Youth programs, Inc. of Orlando
has intensified it's recruitment ofFTU
student volunteers to aid in the
friendship/counseling of delinquent
young persons for the prevention of
crimes by minors. ·
The young people dealt with in the
program are persons convicted of
misdemeanors, runaways,
incorrigibility, truancy and breaking
and entering offenses. These persons
range in age from five to 17.
The largest faction of the program is
the one-to-one volunteer counseling
offered which matches each youth
with a counselor who, idealistically,
acts as friend, confidant and idol for
;the young persons. Program directors
attempt to
match individuals
according to in.terests,. geographic
location, compatibility, specific needs
of the child, specific capabilities of the
volunteer and home addresses to
provide a situation where the two can
live :m<l psycl1ologically relate closely
with one another. Counselor and
coun5elce spend six months in tl1is
an:angement, spending two to three
hours a week together or a minimum
of 10 h e ms a mon_th.
You ·, Programs, Inc. is ::t private,
na"!·profit corporation which o"ffers
sczviccs in six neighboring counties,
in ci udin g Orange County. The
program4' f unctions stem from the
d.>wnrown office.

Volunteers for the counseling ·
program are given a six hour training
course comprised of a related film
show, background on the juvenile
justice syste-m and' on the history of
Youth Programs, Inc., role playing
exercises, and features a visit from a
worker of the - Juvenile Justice
Department who explains the system
and discusses procedures and reactions

·in situations of problem youths with
future counselors.
Ten FTU students are presently
working with the program. Time put
into the system can be credited for
academic option in the sociology and
crirninaljustice departments.

. Husky tub~lar steel frame f~r great strength and for simplicity of servicin!I ~

T~ANSMISSION:.

INVITES YOU
TO VISIT

BRAKES •:
Heavy duty .,.d rum brakes on the front and rftar hubs; actuated bY simple
handlebar grip contrbls.

FUEL

'BRAND ELE(;.TRONIC$

JuxariouSiivinl
...... freshwater

INTERSTATE MALL
ORLANDO FASHIO.N SQUARE

.

'

NAME BRAND CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
-

.

· Fully automatic, Centrifugal clutch in oil .bath. Primary transmission bY
·:~~::r..:~o~=~r!"le:~~~~:nission by chain, provides maximum strength with

BRAND MAN

AL.WAYS AT THE RIGHT PRICE -

894-0961

Master Charge
Bank Americard
Financing Avai_lable
For ·t he Best Deals
in Town!!!
I Will Not Be Undersold!

~

Swalhbudden
·· .
and landlubbers ·
~~-;:o.i.'• aliltemayfind ·
a leeward haven

·

heft

-andtWobedroom ·

.

·a.-rtments. ~

~t~wilh

SYSTEM:"

~~:t~~~~~ ~~,e~~~~~a~:::i;~s~~:0u~~'Q •:,~::::!r~g':a~~~~ring

cup for proper

WARRANTY : ·
For 6-months, your dealer will replace any defective part, including the

cost of labor, at no cost to you. Exact terms are contained in the standard
· smilY Warranty which is given to you at the time of delivery.

AND AL.L OF THESE EXTRA FEATURES ARE INCLUDED
ON SMILY, · As STAN.OARD . EQUIPMENT:
Tool Kit, with special wrenches * Frame Lock and Key • Luggage Rack
with spring-loaded hold down * Tire PumP * Electric Horn • Speedometer
with Odometer * Full foam deluxe saddle • Rear View Mirror • Bright
metal Foot Rests, for alternative riding position.

IOfty sleeping qua-ten

Pro• flSO
&st Aloma and Hali Road
'tis here you can J"eSt
.

y~

dinah,)'

678-2223., :

STAN'S BICYCLE & MOWER CENTER
·1 019-21 W. Fairbanks 647-3296
. Winter Park Fla.
We have Raleigh & Peugeot Bicycles.
We carry complete line of bicycles, parts, and accessories.
Free Demonstration!
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Students get course credit for work

· CRJ majors aid community law agencies
By IlM EADES
-

.

Staff Writer

_
. .
. .
· Thirty one ~nnunal~ustice majors from FTU ~e p~c1patmg ma
one year serv1ce le arn mg program under the direction of Thomas
Porter.
. .
.
.
. .
.
The students work at 12 cnmmal justice age ncies m S emmole,
Brevard, Volusia, Orang~ and St. Lucie counties. Some of the local
agencies repre sented are the Orange County Sheriff's Office, the
Citizen' s Dispu te Settlem ent Center , Youth Programs, Inc. and the
Orange-O sceola State Attorney's office.
While enrolle d in the program, students receive a stipend of
$1 ,800 per ye ar. In addition, students also are eligible for a grant
each quarter of a bout $ 236 for books and rupplie s. The grants are
paid off by 25 per cent each y ear the graduate works ·in a law
enforcement agency anywhere in the United States. These grants
come from the L aw Enforcement E ducaion Program (LEE P).
To qualify for the program , stude nts must be criminal justice
majors, enroll for at least 12 hours and have no outside employment.
The students re ceive credit for 48 quarter hours for the year they are
in tl1e program.
Porter said the service learning program has h e lped to weed out
some of the persons who didn't really want to stay in law
enforcement. "Some of the students have gotten into areas they
aren't sure of and have changed their m ind s. We've tried to get
stude n ts into · productive jobs where tlle stu den ts sho uld get

•

. .

.

.

somethD;,g f!:om the agency and the agency something from the
student, said _Porter.
·
-,
A stu~~nt m the pro~am, Mrs. Ard~~ P~end_ergast, says she s
become , one of the staff' at the sm'.111 C1~.12en s Dispute Settlement
C_en ter . where she has been wor~g. We help p~ople r_es~lve
differenc~s be~\\'.ee'!, themselves which are mostly mmor cnmmal
offenses, she said. Many of them are settled out of court because
we he lp them to talk the problem s out."
. Mrs. Prendergast said sh e had somewhat of a choice where to
work. "I checked out several different agencies and chose this one
· because it's small and I !igured that I would ge t more of a chance to
actually do the work. " She said she has already had a chance to act as
mediator between two disagreeing partie s when an attorney was
absent on one occasion.
Mrs. Prendexgast said the only drawback to the program that she's
found is that she has be come so re moved from the campu s," I don't
even have a parking sticker for this ye ar," she added.
After completing the program, students usually have to return to
cla'Sses for a period of time which depends on their class standing at
the time .
"It would be ideal if the students could graduate after completiiig
tlle program and continue working in tlle same job t h at they had, but
we haven't perfected tlle program to tllat point," said Porter.
"The main advantaJ>;e the students have at this point is that they
get out and work in their . related fields and have !irst hand
knowledge of what jobs are availab le at which agencies."

Dave Morley, who has been working in the Planning Department
of the Orange County Sheriff's Office said he has been gaining
valuable experience working with Sheriff Mel Colman.
"I've alre ady written several patrol workload summaries," which
he explained is a weekly computerized listing of all the calls to which
Orange County deputies have responde d .
Morley said that he intends to continue working there afte r he
" ,
.
.
.
~aduates 0 m F~. \t s an m~r~~g place to work Wlth lots of
0
different th1!'gsgomg 1:' and I like it.
.
.
.
Po~fer said that while the students are wor~g m the serv1ce
learnmg program the~ are covere d_ for medical expenses and
Worki:nan s C~mpensati':'n. Re a lso said that each wee~ the students
meet m a s_ermnar and ~scuss what they h ave been domgandrelate
the m to ~1m (Porter) m . th~ form of a project re port. Stu~ents a re
alsorequire d _to keep a daily jOUl'.lal of what the y do on the JOb.
Dave ; ox _h as . be en wor~mg_ at the Ora1\ife -O sce::ila St'.lte
Attorney s office smce the begmnmg of the fall_q~arte~. 'Th~ f~st
week. I :was h ere , the~ gave us a tour of the admm1strat10~ building
explammg all the offices and procedure s to us. By the third week, I
had been supoe na~ d fo~ co~~t. duty." A month later, Fox was
transferred _to the Juve nile ~IVlSIOn of tlle State Attorney's offi".e
- wher~ he is now. F o':' .s~d every two to tmee months he is
transferred to another d1v1s1on of tlle State Attorneys office. "They
· ~tto give us a good ·picture of how the whole system operates," he
said.

0:

'George Rendulic

Running the-.Physical Plant
with pride and _authority
By CA RRIE HUNTING staff Wri t e r

Geoxge Rendu lic, F T U's mainten an ce su perviso r, is a man
with vast exp erien ce, plen ty of k nowle d ge and m ass
resp onsibilities. '
Rendu lic first started collecting his experience by w o rking
in heavy construction up n ortll, but soon left t o serve in
World War II and the Korean War. After leaving tlle military,
Rendulic returned to c;on struction work; tllis time for both
~ du strial and commercial build ings.
Ren d ulic feels his constru ction experie n ce "comes in
h andy with FTU being a new schoo l "
.Jn 1955 Rendulic came to F lorid a where he w o rked as a
master carpenter for Orange County. He was m a de assistant
directo r of Orange County School Mainten ance in 19 6 0 and
five years later becam e diiector.
Rend u lic was still employe d as maintenance supervisor fo r
Orange County when he first came to FTU.
"I felt like I wanted to be a part of FTU" Rendu lic admits,
and today he is very mu ch a part of the scho ol
Rendulic, who has been with the school since it first
opened, is in charge of all the buildings on campus, their
appearance tlleir function and their safety. "I'm always on
tlle lookout for things pertaining to safety," Rendulic said,
"as well as looking for things that are failing and things t h at

Med Tech sponsors
blood drive at FTU

Phot o by Atan Geeslin

MAINTE NANC E S UPERVISOR, G e orge R endulic insp ects
the d aniage done t;o the new gym cau se d by a leak in a water
fountain pjpe.

"

Teachers get help
from FCEE center

The FTU Medical Technology Club
will be sponsoring a blood drive to be
hekl on camp us Jan. 24, 25 and 26.
The Medical Club, along with tlle
Central F lorida Blood Bank, will be set .
up from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Multi-Purpose Room of the Village
Center.
FTU has an account with tlle blood
bank: If enough blood is kept in the
bank all of FTU's students, staff and
faculty, and their families, will never
h ave to pay for units of blood.

By CARRIE HUNIING
Staff W riter

A new Florida Council for E conomic Education (FCE E) Center has recently
begun op!;ration at FTU.
The center, which occupies office space in the General Classroom Building,
will operate under the direction of Dr. Robert Hicks, professor of econ omics
and Dr. Harry Seibert, assistant professor of education.
Hicks said the center is "dedicated to decreasing economic illiteracy. It will
help teachers get into tlle classroom and teach economics."
Florida is one of the 14 states in tlle U.S. which require that e.conomics be
taugh t in grades 1-12. Hicks said tlle center "will help secondary and
ele m e n tary teach er s by training tllem in tlle concep ts of teaching economics."
He added fuat tllis will also "·help to in tegrate tllis into everything tlley teach ."
F CEE officials hop e t o cover all areas per taining to economics. They will do
this by giving wo rk sh o p s, h olding seminars and setting up a library of films and
teaching m aterials which will b e readily available t o tlle teach er.
A "talen t bank" w ill also be ke pt a t tlle cen ter. This will con sist of the n ames
of different individuals who would be willing to help witll the center .
The center 's officials have begun to set up a t entative program.
R epre sentatives from Orange and Volusia counties h ave alre ady become
involved with the center by setting aside time to attend the summer programs
which will be offere d.
Hicks hopes to involve some .of FTU's.undergraduate and graduate students
in se tting up and runnin~ tlle program. ·
The center will be operate d by the College o f Busine ss Administration and
the College of Education. The funds tlla t will keep tlle center in oper ation will
come from tlle ·FCEE, FTU, community contribution s and from the different
participatirig school districts. ·
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can be improved."
Q uestio n s and ideas for im proving tlle campus are often
suggested to R endulic by FTU' s professors and students.
"Th e y· came u p with tlle idea for a ·pr oject ," Rendulic
added, "but they are o ften unable to raise tlle funds to carry
it o u t.''
·
"Wherever possible we go along with tllem (professo rs and
studen ts)" R en d u lic remarked. "If it were n 't fo r the stude n ts
we wou ldn't be here."
Ren dulic has m ad e great ptogress witll tlle ap pearan ce of
the sch o ol Many factor y re presentatives tllat h ave contact
with FTU h ave com men ted to Rendulic on the be auty, tlle
cleanliness and t he order of tlle campu s. "Thi_s m e ans a lot t o
me" said R e nd ulic.
R endulic, who feels tha'\ fue physical plant de p artme nt is
the finest ever, has fo ur~and one-half years until h e retires.
" My o n e hope and wish is that D r. M illican con tinues to be
president while I' m still h ere .... He's a wonder man and
administrator," Rendulic said.
Through his years at FTU, Rendulic has gained the
experience an d knowledge that en ables him t o run the
Physical Plant wim pride and authority.
Rendu lic spends most of h is working hours on the campus
instead of in his office. This enables Rendulic to be
constan tly aware of wh at goes on around him. "I see a lo t
more tllan a lo t of people, because I know what to look for."
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Fernle,
The
Occult and Curative Powers of Precious Sto nes. P . 170 Steiner. Blau- ;
velt. N.Y .
• Ibid P. 169.
' Ibid P. 171.
• Hodges. Doris M . . 1961 . Healing
·Stones P . 18. Hiawatha, Perry, Iowa.
• Ibid P. 18.
" Ibid P. 17.

A keg of beer will be offered as a
prize to any clu b, group or
oxganization witl1 the highest n umber
of units over 40 to be donated in their
name.
Information handou ts will be
offered to tllose interested in the
Allied Healtll O ffice on the third floor
of the Biology B uilding.

BUS IN ESS

O PP ORTUN FT Y

Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immedi ate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:

Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Fra nklin Street
Boston.Mass. 02110

Next year
you could be on
a scholarship.
An Air Force ROTC two-year scholarship pays
your tuition and gives you $100 a month allowance. And it picks up the tab for books and lab
fees, as well.
After college, you'll receive a commission in the
Air Force . . . go on to additional, specialized
training . . . as you get your start as an Air Force
officer. There'll be good pay and responsibility,
and lots .of other benefits . .. and a great opportunity to serve your country . .
It all starts right here - in college - in the Air
Force ROTC . Look us up .. . see what we have to
offer, and show us what you ·can ·offer In return .

CONTACT THE · PROFESSOR
OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING,
SUITE 243~ PHONE 275-2264

Air Force ROTC

-~

R ea.l istic, co.lo.r ful niarionettes
on display in VC's Art Gallery
By ARLA FILKO
Associate Editor

Muscles is an impressive figure with
a tough oriental countenance, a bald
head except for a couple dark braids, a
hairy chest and a pointed goatee.
Although Muscles stands only two feet
high and would not be of much
influence in the world of humans he is
quite a formidable character among
Daniel Llords' collection of

hand puppets to FTU Feb.. 9 at 8 p.m.
in the Village Center Assembly Room
(VCAR).
Until Llords arrives with his one
man show the VC Art Gallery is
exhibiting 15 of his marionettes
through Fep. 4.
Intricately designed figures, the
marionettes on display are realistic
down to the red painted lmgernails of
Pharoah's wife and the hair on the
chest of the character Jacob. Pharoah,
his wife and Jacob are characters from
the story "Joseph and His Technicolor
Dream Coat" by Charlie Shaw Joss.
Standing about two feet high, Pharoah
is dressed in a red floor-length cape,
red turban, a gold and gree studded
breastplate and gold braided sandles.
To the left of Pharoah is his sordid ·
looking wife. She is a slightly shorter
ligure with shocking red hair to her
shoulders and is dressed in a long

mellon colored gown with a
tapistry-like design across the bottom.
A string of pearls arout;ld her neck sets
of the authentic costume.
· Jacob completes the display case.
He is a couple inches taller than
Pharoah and has jet black hair. This
ligure also sports a warrior like
breastplate and is wearing a Jong green
and gold coat.
Also from the story of Joseph are
the marionettes entitled "Jacobs
Brothers" on display in a case by
themself. Here Llords has assembled
nine almost identical looking figures
all controlled by cine crossbar. They
are dressed in white terrycloth robes
to the ground. Some have grey hair
and others are bald. All of the figures
have black eyes and some have
moustaches and beards. ·
Iii a third display case along with
the marionette Muscles are two other

figures from the play "The Don't" by
Martin Stevens. ·
"Mr. Brainard" stands about two
feet high and has the look of a
stereotypical "brainy" profressor. His
massive head had knots on the top of it
indicating a throbbing brain while his
rosy cheeks give the appearance of an
innocent school boy.
A
female character entotled
"Gone-Gone" the Go Go Dancer
~ds next to Mr. Brainard. The ligure
is about four inches -shorter than
Muscles and is dressed in a dark red
dress with long puff sleeves and a
white shirt overlay.
Marionettes can range in size from a
few inches tall to threequarters the
size of a human. Strings attached to
limbs, joints and to a central crossbar
control the figure's movements. Some
more complex marionettes, like
Muscles, have heads mounted on ball_

bearings that allow them to turn right
and left adding to the lifelike nature of
the ligures.
Llords will hold a workshop Feb. 10
in the VCAR on how to make and
operate marionettes. The workshop is
open to students and the public and is
free. The Feb. 9 shoVl is $2 for the
general public and free to students.

VC offers
discounts
to students
FTU's Village Center (VC) is
offering a discount on all VC activities
for students, faculty, staff and alumni
who purchase either a Companion or
Activity card.
Two types of cards will be offered:
a Companion card for students at $5
and an Activity card for faculty and
staff for $10. The same Activity card is
available to the general public for $15.
The Companion card is sold only to
FTU students and entitles the student
to take one guest to all VC events for
free. The Activity card is offered to
FTU's faculty and staff, and it admits
.one FTU faculty member and one
guest. The Activity card also allows
the general public two persons per
card. The cards are valid for one year
from date of purchas«.

The bearer of this card . would be
able to admit th<;ir guest to such VC

~~~i~~~ons:r~s ,:d 1:~t':::~so;;;~~ee'.
Photo by Bernal Schooley

THE HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY is highlighted in the!;>e
dagueneotypes from the 1800's on display in the FTU
Library.
·

These cards can b~ bpv.gbi., 'l£..fue · d
VC's main office or at any"ot" the'VC-- '
events. For more information , call the
VC at 275-2611.

DANIEL LLORDS recreates a scene from Igor Stravinsky's

....§~~EJtr°QY.!'.4.ka, Th~_epj;it:g.pi::oduc..tio.n..is..designe.d,- create.d

aiid present~d by 4qrds wh~ ~ h~ro~_E.~ti9n: ,~'Ll9.rds''S
· international Music and l\"1arieneffes for Ad ill.ts'."
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Progress 9f photography
traced in library exhibit
By ANN BARR\'
Staff Writer

The progress and development "of
phofography in America is the subject
of the current FTU Library Lobby
exhibit entitled "The History of
Photography." The presentation
feat ures rare collection pieces
gathered from Florida residents and
will run through Feb. 11.
These items - are skillfully
s y n...o psi zed
to
exemplify
photography's history for the average
reader's enjoyment and education.
Credit for the display's coherence and
set up goes to Dorothy Kannon , head
of the Graphics and Instructional
Media department, the graphics staff,
photography division and Charles
Wellmamn and his class of
photography students who have
Included a presentation to their
personal art pieces in the historical
exhibit.
Contributors to the library 's
arrangement were contacted through
acquaintances of the staff, resulting in
a variety of photo prints by Matthew
Brady, Minor White and Man Ray.
The ear ly progression of
photography u~ and the perfection of
equipment is interestingly reversed by
arrangement of early cameras and
written information about film and
developing procedures.
The library ' s collection of photo
books have been summarized and

excerpts -ar e presented in the lobby
flash console.
Old and deli\:ate portraits whose
subjects have · been made timeless
through photography make the most
extensive part of the display.
According to Robert Taft of

"Photography and the American
Scene" these prirjts are a tribute to the
perperuators of photography which
affect the lives of modern individuals
so extensively that it is difficult to
enumerate ail of its uses."
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Tues. Night
•

· ~ ..!Beat the Clock

•

s~

drinks .

•

SPECIALIZING IN

PIZZA • SPAGHETTI • SANDWICH~S

SOCOFWFHTHISCOUP$1 OFF
ANY SMALL PIZZA

666 S. Orlando Ave.
3604 Aloma Ave . .

.

beginning
at 8 o'clock
.

ANY LARGE PIZZA

644=1551
671-3553

Disco
and Band
big daddy's lounge
S. Orange Blossom Trail
& Sand Lake Rd. - Orlando

Melanie's album reflects
lyrical, musical growth
By DALE DUNLAP
Sports Editor

After two years away from a recording studio Melanie
has returned to tlje music scene with her lively,
introspective and thought-provoking "Photograph" album;
an album that will bring her the critical acclaim her
previous releases have lacked.
From the thunderous opening track rendition of
"Cyclone" to the melodic and tuneful "Friends and Co." to
close the album, Melanie has succeeded in her struggle to
mature both as a singer and a songwriter. She manages to
transcend in the album the feeling that made her state, "I'll
never again sing anything I don't love.. . Nobody needs
someone who is going to squelch their creativity."
The cre;itivity in "Photograph" has many reasons, not
the least of which is Melanie's own "growth." It also
features the inspired direction of Ahmet Ertegun, who
signed her to Atlantic Records an~ the slick production by
her husband Peter Schekeryck. Melanie received vocal
backing from the -"Edwin Hawkins singers which added
depth to her driving vocals and reminded one of days past
when she used the sane group to help her with "Lay Down
the Candles."
Most of the album, though, is Melanie and her new
musical backing, "The Hand-Made band" featuring Dave
Doran on guitars, Jim Drennan on keyboards, Jay Wolfe on
bass and Angelo Mauceri on percussion.
"Cyclone" is perhaps the best Melanie song that she has
ever rccord_ed. The power vocals and imagery building
verses added to an cataclysm of instrumental brilliance
makes this track a benchmark of musical maturity Melanie
has searched two years for. Her vocal encore absolutely will

send cold shivers down your spine.
"Raindance" is also uptempo with a cute and likable
chorus. .The song however, would be just another melody"
without the artful mandolin of Robin Williamson.
Those associated with the "I Found It" movement would
be pleased with "Secret of Darkness (I Believe)" which is
her own personal testament of faith. Those not associated
still may find _it an exceptional track. Thanks to the
arrangement of David Campbell and Melanie's emotional
vibrations and undulations up and down the key range the
song shows the versatility Melanie lacked so badly in her
early career.
The. rest of the album includes an unmistakeable Melanie
brand to the Boxtops "The Letter" which is skittish but
nonetheless soulfuL Also dusted out of the closet is a new
version of her own "Nickel Song" that has the refrain from
"Music! Music! Music!" interspersed within it.
Those who wonder what happened to the old Melanie
should pay close attention to her personal, introspective laid-back style on "If I Needed You" and "Save Me." Both
are classically arranged, bittersweet and shadowfuL They
are a
tribute to the resurgence of a powerful
singer/composer and her new desire to perform from out of
the mold she has chosen, and not ones her frie11ds or fans
have chosen that forced into a hiatus to her household and
fam~.
·
Titis is not the Melanie we knew in, the late 60's who was
unique but still not a Baez, a King or Nyro. With
"Photograph," Melanie proves that' she is ready to
reacquaint herself with her old fans and well as capturing a
. totally new audience. The mixture is surely destined to
place her along with the others as a creative force in music.
The force we hoped that she would be years ago.
·

MELANIE'S NEW ALBUM called "Photograph" marks her
return to the music industry after a two year hiatus.

Upcoming concerts
in C-e ntral ·Florida

Chuck Rainey, Pat Gill, Ron McDuffie and
Terry Neudecker rehearse a scene from the
FTU Theatre production "Waiting for
Godot" which opens tonight at 8:30 p.m.. in
the Science Auditorium. · The Samuel
Beckett play will
through the 29th with

run

one performance at 2: a() p.m. .on the 231;-d.
General admission is $2. 50 and students are
admitted free. For reservations and ticket
information call 275-2861 daily between 8
a.m. and 3 p.m.

S -t ar ·Is Born,, fa:ils to project
true life' in the world of rock

Date

Concert

Location

fan. 23
Jan. 24
Jan. 25
Jan. 27
Jan. 29
Jan. 29
Feb. 3
Feb. 5
Feb. 11
Feb. 12
Feb. i7

Black Sabbath
Elvin Bishop
Up with People
Charlie Pride
Charlie Pride
Dave Brubeck
B.B. King
Carlos Montoya
Jimmy Buffet
Boots Randolph
Ramsey Lewis

Curtis Hixon-Tampa
Great Southern Music Hall-Orlando
Lakeland Civic Center
Lakeland Civic Center
Orlando Sports Stadium
.
Great S"outhern Music Hall-Orlando
Great Southern Music Hall-Orlando
Great Southern Music Hall-Orlando
Orlando Semiriole Jai-alai Fronton
Orlando Seminole Jai-alai Fronton
Great Southern Music Hall-Orlando
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_B y ARLA FILKO_
Associate Editor

F or
dyed-in-the-wool Barbra
Streisand fans who have delighted to
her anticS - in "Whaes Up Doc?"',
soared with her incredibly beautiful
voice in "Funny Girl" and were
to u ched by the vulnerable character
she portrayed in "The Way We
Were," the fourth remake of "A Star
Is Born" is sure to be unsatisfying.
While Streisand might be the
.. logical choice to fill a role played by
Judy Garland in the 1937 film, she is
unconvincing as a
rock'n'roll ·
superstar in 1977. With a voice too
reiu1ed for singing rock it is
unconceivable that Streisand could
bring cheering rock crowds to their
feet.
Streisand portrays Esther Hoffman
an obscure singer in small rughtspots
and the reluctant star molded and
cast by .. rock hero John Norman
Howard. · ·
Howard; played by .count:cy music
confpoS-er
and
sing.er Ki:is
Kiistoffer·s on; is a loud, _i:on~pji:iously
rich, declining " 'rock sta:r 'wlio
discovers and pushes Esther to
... stardom.
The weary
and predictable
Hoilywood theme of the love
between a rising star and a declining
one has run its course and did not
need to be rehashed a fourth time. In
1931 a movie called "What Price
· Hollywood" dealt with · this theme
and proVided the impetus for further
films in 193 7 with Janet Gaynor in
the title r.;le and in 1954 with Judy ·
Garland.
With such a simplistic plot we see ·
the obnoxious troublemaker John

Norman pluck Esther out _o f the dull
life- in the tedio1,1s nightspots and hurl·
her unprepared into the hectic life of
a rock sensation. At· rust Esther balks
at being left alone in the spotlight,
but later takes her success in stride as
she finds herself being showered with
music awards and annoyed by pesky
fans.
John Norman's dependency on
alcohol lessens when Esther first
enters his life, but as her fame grows
and concert tours take her around
the country and away from home for
weeks on end he slips back into his
alcohol shrouded existence.
Kristofferson's raspy voice is
better suited for his familiar country
music than rock, but the audience is
never given the opportunity to hear
,him complete a number before the
film cuts to some offsta_ge action.

WOR.RIE.D?

The opportunity to hear two songs
to their conpletion comes ,Jllhen
Esther sings at a charity concert for·
American Indians and her lingering
final song.
While the music in "A Star Is
Born" might better be described as
pseudo rock it is certainly not
memorable. Cuts from a staged rock
concert that attempt to give a
glintpse into the real world of the
rock business are interspersed among
the often pointless and boring
Esther/ John Norman scenes.
"A Star Is Born" is the first film in
which Streisand has been credited as
an executive producer and therefore
responsible in large part for the
success or failure of the project. Aild
the film fails to bring any creativity
to the story of life in the glamour
world of rock.

WARNING:.
The IvoryTower
isaboutto
collapse.
It's your last year of college. Why think
about life insurance now? Because, the
older you get the mor.e it costs. And ne:xt
year, it's all up to you. Find out
about CollegeMaster.
Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster<!l>
Field Associate in your area:

ANGRY?

Watch movie preview o~
Design For Suc~essful Living
Seminar on Orange Cable-TV.
Ch. 2.
Mon. 9 PM
Tue. 9 PM .
Wed. 7,_8:05, 9:10 PM
Fri. 9 PM

•
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Knights dump two foes;
victims: Upsala, ·Flagler
By DALE DUNLAP
Sports Editor

and

RICHARD NELSON
Sp o rts Writer

Photo by Bernat Schooley

KNIGHT CENTER LEE RILEY avoids Rollins freshman
center Kyle Rich to lay in two points for FTU in early
action against the· Tars. Riley could only manage three
points against Rollins as they took the game 58-53.
1

After the Knights losing effort last Saturday against.
Rollins, the FTU cagers managed to right their course with
two victories this week in non-conference action.
Monday night the Knights got 29 points from Bo Clark
and 28 from Jerry Prather as FTU blew Flagler College off
their own St. Augustine court, 129-79. It was the most
points scored by a Florida college team this season, and the
most the Knights nave scored against a NCAA team.
Two days later, FTU pulled away in the second half from
an out-manned Upsala College .team from East Orange, N .
J., 102-77.
Clark again led the Knights in scoring, hitting for 32
points, while guard Calvin Lingelbach added 21.
FTU started the game with a full-court press, but the
Upsala College Vikings used accurate outlet passes which
led to easy fast-break layups.
While the Knights were not chasing Upsala College down
the coUI:t, they used a 3-2 zone defense to frustrate them.
At 13: 54 to play in the first half, Bo Clark was fouled on
a lay up. The basket was good. Upsala coach Richie
Adubato was called for a technical foul in an attempt to
argue the call Clark converted the two technicals and the
free throw for a five ppint play, that put the Knight's ahead
23-17. They never relinguished the lead.
FTU went up by ten when a Knight fast-break resulted in
a Tyrone Sparrow stuff shot to the delight of the partisan
crowd of about 1,000 basketball fans. The scoreboard read
FTU 31, Upsala 21.
Even though FTU was having an easy time scoring points
against the medicore Viking defense, Upsala College was

able to stay in the game by penetrating the Knight 3-2
defense for short jump shots inside the key.
Realizing that an adjustment had to be made on defense,
FTU coach "Torchy" Clark realigned his defense to a 2-3
zone. Near the end of the first half, Coach Clark practiced
stall tactics, which resulted only in keeping the game from
being a run away affair. The stall, unfortunately, was not as
successful as the Rollins version. Upsala stole ball twice and
scored two field goals before the half. FTU held a 52-41,
lead nonetheless.
However, against Flagler Monday night, the Knights used
a run-and-gun offense which resulted in seven FTU players
scoring in double figures to bury the Saints.
Despite the explosive effort by Coach Clark's team, he
emptied the bench in the first half to spark what, at that
time, had been a sluggish performance by the Knight
starters.
Later the starters were back in the game, and the rout
was on.
And even the reserve players got into the act as Coach
Clark had to tell them to slow the ball down to prevent any
further embarassment to the Saints.
Tomorrow night, FTU travels to Lakeland to take on
Division II Sunshine State Conference foe Florida Southern
at 7:30.
Flagler received some consolation as forward James Craig
hit for 24 points. Teammate Jeff Hopsfenberger added 16.
The Knights got a pleasant surprise from reserve center
Wilford Nix, the 6-foot-5 sophomore from Cincinnati,
Ohio, who notched 14 points and corralled seven rebounds.
He added eight points and nine rebounds against Upsala
College.
The two wins brought the Knights record to 13-2, with
their only losses coming at the hands of Memphis State
University and Rollins College.

"Why didn't they play man-to-man?;'

Kn·ight fans second-guess Clark's strategy
By DALE DUNLAP
Sports Editor

It was the consummate night for
FTU fans, students and boosters. 'l'he
Knights basketball team. was coming ·
off its most impressive game of the
season, the new gynmasium 'in the
Education Complex was opened for
one magnificent evening and the
opponent was arch-rival Rollins. All
the ingredients we.re there.

Analysis
Except a funny thing happened in
the middle of the first half. Rollins
took the lead 22-20 and · never
relinquished it as the Tars spoiled the
Knights new gym debut in front of
2,550 fans and countless others
watching the contest Qn Channel 24
or listening on WKIS radio. The
scoreboard at the end of the game
read Rollins 58, FTU 53.
Knight fans, immersed in total
dissapointment by the loss, have

Preach
and Practice

engaged in the · usual post-game
coaching analysis this week and most
of the comments have been critical of
FTU basketball mentor ''.Torchy"
Clark.
The most burning question that
has been proffered this week is why
didn't the Knights play man-to-man
defense when Rollins took the leasd
,;_,,d slowed down the action? The
answer to that question is worth a lot
to FTU fans. ·
. Coach Clark, aware of the
criticism, is looking ahead to rest of
the Knights schedule. His only
comment on the criticism is that a
man-to-man defense would not have
~orked against Rollins l;>ecause borh
Bo Clark and Calvin Lingelback
"would have been eaten up by
Rollins guards Tim Mahoney and Bob
Klusman." Both are exceptional
outside Shooters while Clark's major
weakness as a basketball player is his
defense.
Besides the man-to-man arguments
there are a lot of other reasons FTU
lost that fateful Saturday night. The
most obvious is that FTU was
outplayed by Tars. They were
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out-shot, out-rebounded, and
out-scored. Gary Parsons contributed
34 points to the Rollins attack using
his 6-foot-5, 200 pound frame to
muscle in five-footers off the glass.
When Parsons was covered well, the
superior · Tar passing game put
6-foot-.6 freshman Kyle Rich under
the basket for UJ1gua,rded lay-ups.
Rich only head eight points, however
eac_h came at stq1getic point~ in the
game when FTU was t"uriously trying .
to come back.
Another reason for the loss was
FTU's sluggish play. Both Lingelbach
and Clark were so tired in second half

COACH "TORCHY" CLARK (right) gives his -charges
instructions in the middle of the new FTU gym floor to
counteract the Rollins freeze. Unfortunately Coach Clark's
preachings did not come into actual practice as Calvin

neither appeared that they would be
able to run any further. The zone
passing of Rollins had taken its toll
on their weary" legs. Even if Coach
Clark had wanted to go to the bench,
only Mike Spivey and Wilfred Nix
could have done a creditable job
. against the Rollins front-line players.
Clark, after having an amazing 20
of 29 from the field earlier that
week, could only muster 4 of 1 7
from the field. His failure to connect
from the outside- was · a contributing
factor to FTU's loss of momentum

when they started their late second
half comeback.
So, in ettect, Coach Ed Jucker ot
Rollins out-coached Coach Clark by
playing a· style of offense that took
away FTU's strengths and centered
on their weaknesses. By slowing
down the game, taking high
percentage , shots and playing
aggresive defense the Tars took away
the FTU fast-break and ~made F'FJT•<. play defense.
· ' •

Photo by Bernal Schooley

Lingelbach (14) and Bo Clark (23) prepare to stop a Rollins
throw-in (far right). Both were winded in the second half as
the Tars out-played the Knights for a key Sunshine State
win.
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Steady Knight forward

_Sparro\V not a dull bird
By RICHARD NELSON
Sports Writer

The Webster definition of the
word usparrowu is "any of several
small dull singing birds." But when
FTU basketball fans watch number
25, Tyrone Sparrow, seemingly defy
gravity to grab a rebound, the only
resemblance to a "sm·all dull singing
bird" is his leaping ability beside the
basket.
Webster may not have taken into
account this rare species of the
sparrow, but Coach "Torey" Clark's
cagers would not be perched in
leader's nest of the Sunshine State
Conference without the steady play .
of the 6-foot-6 forward.
Sparrow, a senior, is the oldest

FTU grapplers win two,
drop final to. Nebra.s ka
By JULIE HYATT
Special Writer

The FTU matmen, after · taking
two
matches from
Florida
!"ternational University and the

~Gergley
•
a W'l.nner
By JULIE HYATT
Special Writer

Gerald Gergley, head wrestling
coach at FTU, is in his sixth
successful season at FTU.
During ·the 13 years he has
coached wrestling teams, he has never
experienced a losing season.
Sin<l'-1 cruni.ng u t.9. Ji'J;:,l)J , Q_ergtey's
teams have compiled an impressive
~ecord ag·ainst stiff competition. Last
year the Knights had a record of
• lG-3-1 and was second in the state.
So far this season the team sports a •
5-2 record, . including impressive wins
over University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga and
Richmond
University.
One of FTU's more disappointing
losses came against Mankato State
just last Thursda~. _FT_l)• was leading
2G-19 going into . the neavy'wetght
bout but FTU's heavyweight Pete
Berkery was injured on a takedown
• and had to forfeit to Mankato which
. gave them the win, 25-20.
" ... you

have

to

keep the

team looking forward. You have
to look at your mistakes, correct
them and then forget about
them."
-Coach Gerald Gergley

"After a disappointing loss like
that you have to keep the team
looking forward," Coach Gergley
said. "You have to look at your
mistakes, correct them and then
..forget about it."
Coach Gergley's efforts to
promote wrestling in the Central
Florida area have not centered on
just FTU. FTU has hosted several
clinics, sponsored three summer
camps, and
held many local
tournaments to encourage young
wrestlers. Those various programs
have been so successful that now
many local high schools offer
wrestling as a varsity sport.
Prior to coming to FTU, Coach
Gergley
coached football and
wrestling at the State -Universi.ty of
New York at Buffalo (SUNY AB). He
- also earned two degrees while a
.student at SUNY AB-an Ed.B. and an
Ed.M.
During his undergraduate
years, he won varsity letters in
football as a fullback and liilebacker,
in baseball as a . pitcher and in
wrestling in the 177 lb. class. At the
close of the 1958-59 season, he
received the Gene Hiller A ward as
Buffalo's most outstanding matman.
Gergley has also coached football
and wrestling at the high school level
in Grand Island, N.Y. and in
- Lindenhurst, Long Island, where has
wrestling team chalked up an
"Ulldefeated record in 1964.

University of Georgia, dropped a
22-13 decision to the Cornhusker
wrestlers from the University of
Nebraska in a quad-meet last
Saturday in the new FTU gym.
Pin was the name of the game in
FTU's victory over FIU as the
Knights had a total of four pins to
win by the score of 28-19.
In FTU's other match, the Knights
defeated University of Georgia 20-15 .
In the Knights loss to Nebraska it
was touch and go throughout the
entire match. The teams traded
matches all afternoon. John Theders
(158) tied the score 13-13 by pinning
his opponent with 1 : 13 left in the
first period.
In the following two matches the
teams traded wins which once again
tied the score 16-16. But the match
was virtually over when Dan Lopez
(190), who was filling in for the
injured Al Lloyd, was pinned by
Nebraska's Dan Cohill. Pete Berkery
came back to win in the heavyweight
match but it wasn't enough to give
the victory to the Knights.
The two victories and the one loss
brings the Knights record to seven
wins and three losses. The next
match for the Knights will be Sunday
al(ainst University of Kentucky in the

Knights fall
toFSU
The Florida State University
(FSU) women's basketball team
survived a second half FTU rally
which saw the Knights close within
two points, only to lose to a better
conditioned Seminole team 77-63
last Saturday in the new FTU gym.
The loss dropped the lady cager's
record to G-2 for the still young
season.
Going into the second half, the
FSU team led 40-30 with 18:33
remaining in the game. But with the •
help of some key buckets by Kristy
Boston and Cindy Henry, FTU was
able to slice the Seminoles' lead to
only two points, 4G-38.
After the two teams traded
baskets, FSU resoretd to a full court
press which resulted in a Knight
turnover. But, the Seminoles missed a
field goaL
Cirtdy Jacobs was fouled while
shooting, which gave her the chance
to pull FTU even with the Seminoles.
But Ms. Jacobs tnissed both free
throws, and from ther eit was all
FSU, as they scored eight straight
points to go up 48-40.
FTU coach Judy Martirto said
although her team has yet to win a
game, she was satisfied with their
overall performance. She added that
she was especially pleased with the
way the team came back irt the
second half.
High scorer for the Knights was
Ms. Jacobs with 16 points, while Ms.
Henry was the next highest scorer
with 14. Joan Paton and Ms. Boston
added 12 apiece.
· With the closirtg of the gym, Coach
Martino is not sure exactly where her
team will be playing the rest of their
games. Tonight FTU is scheduled to
play Miami-Dade North Community
College.
·

UCAR at 1 p.m. Kentucky was
eighth in Division I last year and is
expected to be FTU'S toughest
match this season.
In the victory against Univ. of
Georgia ~he match went down to the
heavyweight bout. With FTU having
a narrow lead (16-15) it ·w as up to
Pete Berkery to bring the match
home. This he did without any
trouble, defeating his opponent Bill
Spindler 12-4.
The Knights jumped out to a early
lead with wins in the first four
matches. Then Georgia started to
catch up as in the next five matches
the best FTU could do was a tie by
John Theders (158) against his
opponent Dave Landis.
Rich
Dombrowski, adding to FTU's long
list of injuries, sat out all ,three
matches with a cracked rib. Trey
Baker filled in for him but was
defeated by Georgia's Matt Morris.
Thus FTU needed the win in the
Heavyweight bout and got it as
Berkery came through for
the
Knights after comirtg back from a
back injury suffered the previous
week.
In the victory agairtst FIU, the
Knights jumped out
to a
commanding 12-0 lead with two pins.
Haruki Kawamuka (118) pinned his
opponent with ju st 46 seconds left in
the fjr,st per~?d.,. ~ern?p . Moqdy
followed
suit by pmnmg his
opponent with 54 seconds left in the
first period .
After that things didn't go too
well. Mike Gillies (134), Pete Kenter
(142) . Trey Baker (150) and Bill
Marino (158) all lost their matches
which brought the score 13-12 in
favor of FIU.
Then FTU once again
took
control Norm Beardsley (167) easily
defeated his opponent 10-2 and Ray
Barker won by forfeit. That made the
score 22-13 in favor of FTU. To top
things off, Dan Lopez (190) and
Heavyweight Terry Dorton each
pirtned their opponents and gave
FTU their second victory of the day.

player on the Knight team at age 26.
His seasoning blends irt weil with
team, which has compiled a 31-7
record sirtce he joined the team.
But why is a 26-year-old U.S.
Marine veteran still playfog
basketball? Sparrow said, "I started
late and that's why I'm still irt it.
Players have either quit or are not
makirtg anythirtg out of themselves. I
never quit."'
Quitting has never been a word
familiar to Sparrow's vocabulary,
which is evident when one looks at
his past history.
Born in Miami Beach, Sparrow's
parents moved to Orlando where he
played his high school ball at Jones
High. But irtterestingly enough, the
now burly forward considP.red
himself a "little shrimp" back then.
"I was just a little shrimp when I
was playing high school ball, but I
grew three or four inches in one
year, u Sparrow said.
ONe day the Jones High coach saw
Sparrow rip a rebound off the glass,
and from that day on, the senior·
eager was a starter.
After high
school, Sparrow
encountered what he termed as "a
little trouble," so he decided to joirt
the U.S. Marine Corps;
With his honorable discharge "from
the
Marines, Sparrow attended
Florida A&M with help from the G .L
BilL And naturally, he played
basketball.
Two years later he found himself
playirtg ball for FTU.
Nothing seems to bother Sparrow,
not even Coach "Torchy" Clark.
"I've learned to cope with coach,"
said Sparrow. "It used to be that 1

couldn't talk to him or say anything
about what was going on without
feeling I had a ten ton truck on my
head. But now I can speak freely and
if he rips you apart (verbally), then
you know it's for your own good."
Clark said of Sparrow: "He's one
of my favorite people; he's an adult.
-He is a
very, very unselfish
ballplayer. .. he's a team player, and
that says it all."
In high school Sparrow was the
heart of his team, scoring points and
dominating play. At FTU, his role is
more refined and specialized; he is a
rebounder first, and a scorer second.
"I don't think I play my usual
game here because we have Bo Clark
and Jerry Prather," said Sparrow.
"Rebounding is my strength as long
as I don't have any 6-foot-10 guy to
jump against.
"If I can snatch down between 12
or 15 rebounds and score the same
amount of poirtts, with possibly four
steals and two blocked shots, and no
turnovers, I'd say I had a pretty good
game for me," said Sparrow.
Averaging eight rebounds a game,
Sparrow's accuracy down the court
outlet passes to streaking teammates
Calvin Lingelbach, Prather, and Clark
have helped the Knights to their
pre.sent 13-2 record.
When this season is over, so too
will be Sparrow's basketball career.
No more cheers will great his
entrance, no more rebounds will his
hands pluck· from the boards, no
more pressure tap-ins at the buzzer
will he experience. His many
celebrated victories and the few
bitter defeats will only become faded,
memories.

Peddle Your Wares.

·... In the marketplace
MAit-LAND

·* ·AO.CTl:O -N* .
1941

N.

Hwy.

Located at

Sal~ Every

17-92

iyraitl~nq,

Fla.

Maitland . Flea Market''.

Wednesda'y Ntgbt_7:00'·

Furniture, Ho_u sehold Items, ·All Kinds of Mercti!'l...;dise,
You Name lt--We Sell It

. Dally s··ates Fro-in 1 O a.~•. to s erm."
Need Furniture? Come See.Our Selection ·of Good us8cJ
Merchandise.
Moving? We Buy Furniture or Anything cif Va1ue
Phone -~39-6416

the ·. mn1ketplnce
for ·sale

personal

FOR SALE

Lenny, We're happy to have you
as our coordinator. Love, Pi
Kappa Alpha little sisters.

22
cu.
ft.
Side
by
side
freezer/refrig • . Coopetone
excel lent
running
condition
$125. Swag lamos. Five chair air
wood dining table set. Some Misc.
Mrs. uakley 656-3069.
Chuluota owner will sacrifice
FHA appraised $24, 750 2 Bdr.
ll/2 bath, Central AC/H, carport,
garage,
large
landscaped
lot.
36!>-3565.
1974 Honda CB450. Like New.
Must Sell. Bids at 42!>-6737.
Near FTU, 3 Bdr/2 Bath on
approx. 1 acre lot, close to 1350
sq. ft. living area. $2,000 down,
take over payments of $158.40
per mo. Must qualify for bank
loan. Call 277-0559.
Sofa and love seat. Gold crushed
velour. After 5 273- 6221 or
277-1245.

John, Next week write your own!
Love, Kathy and Mary.

other
Rita Reutter needs your help!
Am running for Homecoming
queen!
Add
some
spice to
Homecoming week! Get out and
vote for me! Sign up at the Village
Center! Find me on campus!

services

Free male pup 4 mo. old. rs
housebroken and has had most
shots. 277-2289.

Know the condition of your
engine
with
oil
analysis.
A
scientific method of detecting
internal wear and wear rates.
Cars,
trucks,
boats,
racing
engines. . Watchdog oil lab. Call
Denn is Ostwald at 678-3185 after
school hours.

OniiciluicE
BREAK

V
Tonite & Sunday nite
8:30 p.m. in V.C.A.R.

"~(oU

°'de

~"

.c.

Gallery:

'~~Z)~''

through Feb. 4th.

Meet Your
.Student Leaders:

_w ed. Jan 26
11 a.rn.-1 p.in •. in
Students-free General Public - $1.00

s.0.1..

This vveek featuring
the V~llage Center Board

On the Y .c. Green: Cinema .Classiquesl

· ~~

''A

~ 25d. . II 4,m,-l~so p,,m,

~"''""~~!

· Coming Events:
Speaker:

David Toma
(Whose life "BareJta" & "Toma" are based on.)

in v.c.A.R.

.Ian. 26
8:30 p.rn. in En. Aud.

Vincent's Corner:

·.College Bo.rl:

Fe&. 1, B:3o

If

p.m.

y~u

I iked our · tast dance,.
wait 'till you see ...
HOMECOMING!

tllfed.,

Entry Deadline
Jan. 24
Come Repres-ent Your Group!

·~

